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Nash Equilibrium and the Price of Anarchy in
Priority Based Network Routing
Benjamin Grimmer, Sanjiv Kapoor
Abstract—We consider distributed network routing for networks that support differentiated services, where services are prioritized by a
proportional weighting system. We use the classical Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) scheme for scheduling traffic on network
links. In such a scheme, each type of traffic is guaranteed a minimum capacity rate based on its priority.
To model the performance of this scheme and to account for autonomous routing we consider scheduling games on networks. We
consider both networks with a set of parallel links (which also applies to processor scheduling) and more general scenarios where the
network is a multi-graph. In each of these settings we consider two different routing schemes: Atomic and Non-Atomic. Atomic routing
requires all traffic of one type to follow a single path. Non-Atomic routing splits traffic into a flow over multiple paths.
For each type of game, we prove either the existence of Nash Equilibrium or give a counterexample. We consider the inefficiency of
equilibrium (termed as the price of anarchy) and provide price of anarchy upper bounds under reasonable assumptions. In general, this
inefficiency in queuing systems is unbounded. We also provide complexity results on computing optimal solutions and the existence of
equilibrium in these games.
Index Terms—Net Neutrality, Game Theory, Generalized Processor Sharing, Price of Anarchy
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I NTRODUCTION

T

HIS Differentiated services and prioritized traffic have
been suggested as a means to offer certain Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements. These requirements may vary
based on the type of traffic. Certain traffic may be very
dependent on bandwidth, delay, jitter, or loss rate. This
is the case with many types of multimedia traffic (e.g.
video or audio traffic requires low latency). Differentiated
services may also be offered for economic reasons and the
implications of using these services are also relevant to the
debate on Net Neutrality.
One of the problems that arises from this is to devise
methods of guaranteeing these requirements for each class
of traffic. Different scheduling schemes can be used to
guarantee certain properties for each type of traffic. We are
particularly interested in one such mechanism, Generalized
Processor Sharing (GPS), which was introduced by [1] and
has attracted much interest [2]. GPS scheduling allows us to
guarantee each type of traffic will be provided a minimum
portion of a link’s bandwidth.
Large communication networks (such as the Internet)
are impractical to manage from a centralized source. Realistically, routing decisions must be distributed across the
network. Then it is reasonable to view each data source as
an independent rational agent in a non-cooperative routing
game [3]. All of the routing agents attempt to optimally
route their traffic based on some performance metric. For
the games we consider, this metric will be to minimize the
delay experienced by their data.
We will investigate two different types of routing:
Atomic and Non-Atomic. These are formally defined in
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Section 1.3, but in essence Atomic routing requires all of
a player’s data to follow a single path whereas Non-Atomic
routing allows traffic to be split into a flow over multiple
paths. We assume our players will minimize the delay of
their worst path. This behavior occurs in networks when
traffic is allowed to take multiple paths and follows ECMP
(Equal Cost Multi-Path routing). We also consider the special case where our network is a set of parallel links in
addition to the general case of a multigraph. When the
game’s network is limited to parallel links, it can be used
to model processor scheduling. By combining these two
distinctions, we have four different games of interest: GPS
Atomic Game on Parallel Links, GPS Atomic Game on a Graph,
GPS Non-Atomic Game on Parallel Links, and GPS Non-Atomic
Game on a Graph.
Of particular interest in this type of system are equilibrium points where all players are satisfied with their current
routing decisions. These stable points are called Nash Equilibrium (NE). Stable points have been studied thoroughly in
the context of many different economic and network routing
models in [4], [5], and [6]. Different properties of Nash Equilibrium are useful when evaluating the quality of a system.
One standard quantity is the ratio between the total delay of
the worst NE to the total delay of the optimal assignment.
This is known as the Price of Anarchy (PoA). Having a low
upper bound on this value helps justify that the system
is efficient when players act autonomously. It has already
been shown that similar routing games can have arbitrarily
large PoA [7]. One previous work has considered PoA in
the context of GPS-Scheduling [8]. They only consider NonAtomic Routing on Parallel Links and prove upper bounds
on the PoA in the specific case where each type of traffic has
high demand. Our results comprehensively improve this
previous work, generalizing it to arbitrary networks.
We also consider the complexity of computing optimal
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solutions and equilibrium assignments in our games. Previous works have been able to classify computing NE for
different games as being polynomial time, PPAD-complete,
PLS-complete, and NP-complete (for example, [5] and [9]).
1.1

Our Contributions

We investigate the effectiveness of GPS scheduling on our
models of network routing games. In each type of game, we
consider the existence of equilibrium, the price of anarchy,
the computational complexity of related problems, and simulations of average behavior. Our results are summarized as
follows:
•

•

•

•

1.2

In Section 2, we prove that a GPS Atomic Game
on Parallel Links will always have a Nash Equilibrium. Further, we give counterexamples in our
three remaining games where no NE exists. Thus in
these games there in no guarantee that players will
eventually stop rerouting their traffic.
In Section 3, we prove upper bounds on the rate of
growth of the PoA in our atomic and non-atomic
games. All four of the games we study could have
arbitrarily large PoA. Further, we give examples of
atomic games where the price of anarchy exactly
matches our bound in Parallel Link networks and
is asymptotically tight for multigraphs.
In Section 4, we prove that it is NP-Complete to find
an optimal assignment minimizing total delay. We
give a quick algorithm that computes a NE for a GPS
Atomic Game on Parallel Links. Further, we prove
that computing whether a NE exists in any of the
three remaining games is NP-Complete.
In Section 5, we give experimental results from randomly generated parallel links networks. We find
average price of anarchy values to contrast our tight
worst case bounds from Section 3. We also give
results showing the average number times traffic will
reroute before the network reaches equilibrium.
Related Works

The efficiency of NE in scheduling and routing has been
considered actively by many researchers. Papadimitriou
considered the special case when the network has two nodes
and many parallel links [10]. Improving on this, Roughgarden et al. in [4] studied this problem for a general network
with continuous and monotone cost functions on each link.
They were able to bound the PoA tightly in such a system
using a ”Pigou” value, which only depends on the link cost
functions (i.e. it is independent of network topology). In
this special case of linear cost functions, the Pigou bound
is equal to 4/3. These results are further studied in [11],
[12], [13], and [14].
In this paper, we are particularly interested in routing
games where the delay is modeled via queuing delay functions. The first work to study this type of delay function
in resource allocation games was [15]. Although this work
analyzed both socially optimal and NE assignments, it did
not investigate the PoA. Later, in [16], it was shown that
the PoA is unbounded in a general network. Further, it has
been shown that in networks where the maximum amount

of traffic is less than the capacity of the smallest link, the
PoA is independent of network topology [4]. In the case of
M/M/1 servers, the PoA in Non-Atomic Games network is
tightly bounded by the number of backend servers as shown
in [17] extending [15]. Existence of Nash equilibria has been
proven for general product form network where the metric
is the average throughput [18]. The queuing models used
in the paper include PS (processor sharing). However the
inefficiency of the game considered has not been considered.
A more realistic model would allow differentiation between types of traffic. In [19] extending the results of [17],
Altman et al. consider traffic with different packet sizes.
They show that even for a graph with two nodes and
two links the PoA is unbounded. However, this model
of differentiated traffic does not guarantee any Quality of
Service requirements to different classes of data. Another
differentiated routing game is proposed in [20], which considers an atomic dynamic routing system. In their model,
servers follow discrete queuing behavior and process traffic
in a first-come first-server manner, where ties are broken
by the traffic’s priority. They prove PoA is bounded by the
number of users and show computing social optimal and
NE assignments are both NP-complete.
1.3

Network Model

In general, we represent our network as a graph G = (V, E).
We will consider two different network topologies, where G
is a two node graph consisting of a set of parallel links, and
where G can be any multigraph. Each link in our network
has a capacity µe . Each link is treated as two directed edges
that operate independently and have identical capacities.
The traffic in one direction on e and its capacity determine
the delay di,e experienced by traffic of type i using the link.
In Section 1.4, we will formally define the delay function di,e
based each link’s scheduling scheme.
Now we can define our routing game over the network.
Let K represent the set of types of traffic. Each type of traffic
i ∈ K has a source node si and sink node ti , and an amount
of traffic λi that must be routed from si to ti . Each type of
traffic is also associated with a priority φi that will be used
in our scheduling scheme
P (without loss of generality, we
normalize these values:
φi = 1). Then a game is defined
by the following tuple (G, µ, K, λ, φ), where G = (V, E) is
the network, µ : E → R is the capacity function, K is the set
of traffic types (each type is defined by a pair of vertices si
and ti ), λ : K → R is the demand function, and φ : K → R
is the priority function.
We consider two different models of assigning traffic to
paths in G: Atomic Routing and Non-Atomic Routing. In
Atomic Routing, each type of traffic is a player in our game.
Each player must send all their traffic on a single si , ti -path.
The player will choose to route their traffic on the path with
minimum total delay. In Non-Atomic Routing, each type of
traffic is split into an infinitesimal flow. Then each unit of
flow can be treated as a player and greedily routes itself
from si to ti . We say that traffic of type i is stable in an
assignment S if each path being used by traffic of type i
in S has minimum total delay. This corresponds to ECMP
routing. Let λi,e be the amount of traffic of type i on link e.
Then the social objective (total delay) in both types of games
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P

P

is i∈K e∈E λi,e di,e . These two variations of routing rules
along with the two types of allowed networks generate our
four different games.
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Fig. 1. The generalized link network given in Theorem 2.

GPS-Scheduling Model

Each link in our network implements a GPS scheduler giving a capacity guarantee to each type of traffic. Regardless
of other traffic present on link e, traffic of type i will have
at least φi µe capacity available to it. For an assignment of
traffic to paths S , we let S(e) denote the set of all types
of traffic P
using link e. For ease of notation, we will define
CS(e) = j∈S(e) φj . Then according to the GPS scheduling
algorithm, the capacity perceived by traffic of type i on link
e is the following [1]:

µ̃i,e =

Thus, such a move can be characterized by the following
variational inequality.

CS(e) CS 0 (e0 )
>
µe
µe0

Theorem 1. Every GPS Atomic Game on Parallel Links instance
(G, µ, K, λ, φ) has a Nash Equilibrium.
Proof. We consider the following potential function:

φi
µe
CS(e)

2
X CS(e)

Φ(S) =

e∈E

We assume that traffic will arrive at links according to
a Poisson process, and packets can be handled according
to an exponential distribution of service times. So we have
a M/M/1 system. Note that the output of such a server
is also Poisson, so indeed all traffic in the network will
be Poissonian. For a standard First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS)
server with capacity µ and traffic λ < µ, the expected delay
is d = 1/(µ − λ).
Our M/M/1-GPS queue handles each type of traffic
separately. Thus we can split one such server into a set of
parallel M/M/1-FCFS queues, as done in [21]. Then we can
view our entire system of priority based queues as FCFS
queues using the modified capacity µ̃i,e . When λi,e traffic of
type i is routed on link e, the delay experienced by traffic of
type i on link e is the following:
(
1
if µ̃i,e > λi,e
di,e = µ̃i,e −λi,e
+∞
otherwise
In the case that the traffic exceeds the available capacity,
the player is essentially unable to send that amount of traffic
on the link. We say that player i starves on link e if λi,e ≥
µ̃i,e .

2
2.1

E XISTENCE OF N ASH E QUILIBRIUM

First, we will show that a GPS Atomic Game on Parallel
Links will always have a NE. We prove this by giving a
potential function that decreases whenever a player makes
an improving move. Suppose player i improved its total
delay by moving from link e to link e0 . Let S be the
player assignments before this move and S 0 be the player
assignments afterwards. Then the following inequality must
hold:

1

=⇒

− λi

>

1
µe0 φi
CS 0 (e0 )

µe φi
µe0 φi
<
CS(e) CS 0 (e0 )

− λi

µe

−

X φ2
i
µ
i∈K ei

Now we consider the change in this function during the
move from S to S 0 : Φ(S 0 ) − Φ(S)

CS2 0 (e0 )

2
CS(e
0)

CS2 0 (e)

2
CS(e)

φ2
φ2i
+ i
µe0
µe0
µe
µe
µe0
µe
2CS 0 (e0 ) φi + φ2i
2CS(e) φi + φ2i
φ2i
φ2i
=
−
−
+
µe0
µe
µe0
µe
2CS 0 (e0 ) φi
2CS(e) φi
=
−
<0
µe0
µe

=

−

+

−

−

Therefore the potential function decreases when a player
makes an improving move. As a result, the minimum value
of this function will correspond to a NE.
Next we consider the more general problem that allows
the network to be any multigraph. In this case, we are able
to give an example network where no NE assignment exists.
We introduce a new notation to simplify the description
of our counter-example. A Generalized Link is a series of links
with identical capacities forming a path. We can combine
such a path of length α into a single generalized link with
delay:
(
α
if µ̃i,e > λi,e
di,e = µ̃i,e −λi,e
+∞
otherwise
Theorem 2. A GPS Atomic Game on a Graph instance
(G, µ, K, λ, φ) with no Nash Equilibrium exists.

Atomic Games

µe φi
CS(e)

(3)

(1)
(2)

Proof. We consider a game with two players. Let φ1 = φ2 =
1/2, and λ1 = 5 and λ2 = 0.0001. Let G be the graph on
four vertices {s, u, v, t} with the following six generalized
edges (shown in Figure 1):

e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6

= sv,
= su,
= uv,
= vt,
= ut,
= st,

µ e1
µ e2
µ e3
µe4
µe5
µe6

= 0.25,
= 900,
= 10,
= 11,
= 1,
= 20,

αe1
α e2
α e3
α e4
α e5
α e6

= 0.01
= 100
=1
=1
= 0.01
= 10

Player 1 has traffic larger than the capacity on the links sv
and ut. Thus player 1 can only use the two paths: p1 =
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s, u, v, t and p2 = s, t. Player 2 can use any of the five paths
from s to t. By enumerating these ten cases, one can verify
that this game has no equilibrium assignment.
2.2

Non-Atomic Games

Theorem 3. A GPS Non-Atomic Game on Parallel Links instance with three players and three links that has no Nash
Equilibrium exists.
Proof. In a GPS Non-Atomic Game, the delay function for
player i depends on whether λj,e is non-zero, but doesn’t
depend on its value for each other player j . This allows us
to view the other player’s assignments as boolean information when computing the best responses. Using a lemma
equivalent to the one proven by [17], Monsef, Anjali and
Kapoor have shown how to compute the NE of traffic of a
single type if all other traffic is fixed as follows [8]:
Lemma 1 ( [8]). Given all traffic types other than i are fixed. Sort
the links in decreasing order of µ̃i,e . Then there exists a unique
NE for the traffic of type i that exactly uses the first mi links,
where
Pm
n
µ̃i,e − λi o
mi = min m ≥ 1 : µ̃i,m+1 ≤ e=1
m
Now we can view the GPS Non-Atomic Game as a
discrete game where each type of traffic is a player with
best response defined by Lemma 1. Despite the game being
discrete, the strategy sets of each player are still large. If
there are n links, then there are 2n − 1 non-empty subsets
of edges a player can chose to use. Even for a game with
three players and three links, there are 73 = 343 possible
assignments. This issue makes it increasingly difficult to
construct a counter example with no NE by hand.
To remedy this, we had a program randomly sample
the nine game parameters (φi , λi , and µe ) and check if
any of the 343 assignments are a NE. We sample each
φi and λi uniform randomly from [0, 1] and µe uniform
randomly from [0, 2]. Then we normalize the value of φ.
Our program was able to find a counter example, but we
found that such instances are extremely rare. After running
108 random samples, we found with 95% confidence that
counter examples make up 8.24 × 10−6 ± 5.626 × 10−7
proportion of our sample space. One counter example found
by our program is given below, completing our proof of
Theorem 3:

φ1 = 0.1,
λ1 = 0.2,
µ1 = 0.6,

φ2 = 0.48,
λ2 = 0.5,
µ2 = 1.27,

φ3 = 0.42
λ3 = 0.28
µ3 = 0.3

In the case of a GPS Non-Atomic Game on Parallel Links
with exactly two players, we can prove that a NE will
always exist. We sketch the proof of this result next.
Theorem 4. Every GPS Non-Atomic Game on Parallel Links
instance (G, µ, K, λ, φ) with exactly two players has a Nash
Equilibrium.
Proof. We show that a NE must exist by giving a direct
construction: Assign player 1 to use all links. Then assign

player 2 to its best response given player 1’s current strategy.
Then we alternate each player making their best response
move until we reach a NE. We claim that each iteration
of this algorithm the total delay of both types of traffic is
strictly decreasing. This can be shown through an analysis of
cases. Since the total delay is bounded below, the procedure
must eventually terminate with an equilibrium.

3

P RICE OF A NARCHY

In this Section, we give an upper bound on the Price of
Anarchy for our routing games. We prove our bounds for
the routing problems on multi-graph topologies, and then
bounds on the PoA for Parallel Links will follow. We give
examples showing that our bound is exactly tight for GPS
Atomic Games on Parallel Links, and that the bound for
GPS Atomic Games on a Graph is asymptotically tight. Our
upper bounds are based on the following quantity:
P
λi,e (S)di,e (S)
n
o
e∈E
∗
β = sup P
:
S
is
a
NE,
any
S
,
i
∈
K
λi,e (S ∗ )di,e (S ∗ )
e∈E

Then simple algebra can show the following relationship
between β and the PoA.
Lemma 2. The Price of Anarchy for a GPS Non-Atomic Game
on a Graph is at most β .
Proof. Let λ∗ and d∗ correspond to the optimal assignment
for our game. Similarly, let λ and d correspond to the worst
case NE in our game.

|OP T | =

XX
i∈K e∈E

3.1

λ∗i,e d∗i,e ≥

1 XX
λi,e di,e
β i∈K e∈E

Price of Anarchy in Atomic Games

For an atomic game, we use the shorthand di (S) as the sum
of the delay on each link used by player i in assignment S .
Then we can simplify the value of β as follows in the case
of atomic games:

β = sup

o
n d (S)
i
∗
:
S
is
a
NE,
any
S
,
i
∈
K
di (S ∗ )

If there is a NE in the game where a player cannot
have their entire demand met, then the price of anarchy
will be infinite. Then for all our PoA bounds, we need to
ensure the network has enough surplus capacity to prevent
such starvation. We represent this using a surplus factor C .
For each player i, we consider the si , ti -path pi with the
largest minimum capacity among its links. Let µimin be the
minimum capacity along pi . Then to prevent starvation, we
need φi µimin > λi . This ensures that player i can always
route their traffic along pi . Then our surplus factor C is the
following:
n
λi o
C = min 1 −
i∈K
φi µimin
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Theorem 5. Assuming no player starves (i.e. C > 0), in a GPS
Atomic Game on Graph topology, the Price of Anarchy has the
following upperbound:


1 − φmin 
PoA ≤ |V | − 1 1 +
Cφmin
Proof. Let S ∗ be any assignment and let S the worst case NE.
We can guarantee that each di (S) is at most |pi |/(φi µimin −
λi ) since player i is making a best response move and has
a strategy with at most this delay available. Further, we can
bound di (S ∗ ) below by 1/(µimin − λi ) since the path used in
S ∗ must have a link with capacity at most µimin . Applying
these two bounds on the definition of β (and that |pi | ≤
|V | − 1) yields the following PoA bound:

|pi |(µimin − λi )
i
i∈K φi µmin − λi

µi − φi µimin 
= sup |pi | 1 + min i
φi µmin − λi
i∈K


1 − φi 
≤ sup |V | − 1 1 +
Cφi
i∈K

β ≤ sup

(4)
(5)
(6)

Then the Theorem follows from Lemma 2.
Corollary 1. Assuming no player starves (i.e. C > 0), in a
GPS Atomic Game on Parallel Links, the Price of Anarchy has
the following upperbound:

1 − φmin
PoA ≤ 1 +
Cφmin
3.2

dpi

finding a si , ti -path with bounded delay. We let
denote
the sum of delays di,e on the links of p for player i.
Claim 1. Let S be any Nash Equilibrium in a GPS Non-Atomic
Game on a Graph and i ∈ K be any traffic of type. There exists
an si , ti -path p satisfying the following:

dpi ≤

φi

(|V | − 1)|E|
P
e∈EW µe − λi

Proof. Let E(S) be the set of directed edges being used by
traffic of type i in the assignment S . Each path being used
must have minimum delay among the possible si , ti -paths.
Then a standard result from network flows gives us that the
digraph (V, E(S)) must be acyclic (a cycle would imply one
of the paths can be shortened). Then we use this directed
acyclic graph to define a partial ordering S over V .
Let W be any cut such that no vertex in V \ W precedes
a vertex of W in our S . We call such a set orderly. Since
all edges of E(S) are directed out of an orderly set W , we
know there is exactly λi traffic of type i crossing the cut.
Next we consider the average value of d−1
i,e = µ̃i,e − λi,e
of an edge e ∈ EW to show an edge with bounded delay
exists:

φi
average

d−1
i,e

e∈EW



≥

P
e∈EW

≥

|EW |

Price of Anarchy in Non-Atomic Games

We have a more relaxed surplus condition for non-atomic
games than its Atomic counterpart. We now need that each
player can flow λi traffic from si to ti given φi µe capacity
on each link. From the standard max flow-min cut theorem,
we can express our surplus fraction in terms of si , ti -cuts.
We let EW be the set of all edges crossing a cut ∅ ⊂ W ⊂ V .
For each i ∈ K , we are interested in the si , ti -cut that will
bottleneck our flow. This is defined as {si } ⊆ Wi ⊆ V \ {ti }
based on the cost function from Lemma 1 as follows:

=⇒

∃e ∈ EW , s.t. di,e ≤ φ

P

φi

µe − λi

i

µe − λi

e∈EWi

|EWi |
|EW |
P i
µe − λi

e∈EWi

Theorem 6. Assuming no player starves (i.e. C > 0), in a
GPS Non-Atomic Game on a Graph, the Price of Anarchy has
the following upperbound:

1 − φmin 
PoA ≤ (|V | − 1)|E| 1 +
Cφmin

Now we will use this to show there exists a path from si
to ti with delay at most |V | − 1 times this delay bound.
We construct this path by using Dijkstra’s Shortest Path
Algorithm. At each iteration j let Rj be the set of vertices in
our shortest path tree. We maintain two invariants during
this procedure.
First, we claim the set Rj is orderly. If this was not
the case, then one of the paths in equilibrium could be
shortened by using the shortest path tree.
Second, we claim that all vertices in RP
j can be reached
by a path of delay at most j × |EWi |/(φi e∈EW µe − λi ).
We prove this by induction on j . It is trivially true for
R0 = {si }. Since Rj is orderly, there must
P be an edge
uv ∈ ERj with delay at most |EWi |/(φi e∈EW µe − λi ).
By induction, there P
is a path to v with delay at most
(j + 1) × |EWi |/(φi e∈EW µe − λi ). Thus, all vertices in
Rj+1 must also have a path from si under this bound.
Since the shortest path algorithm will add ti in at most
|V | − 1 iterations, our claim follows from the second invariant.

Proof. First, we will give P
an upperbound for each type of
traffic i on its total delay e∈E λi,e di,e . At equilibrium, all
the traffic of type i must be using paths with minimum total
delay (otherwise some traffic would change to a faster path).
Then our upperbound on the total delay will follow from

We use this path to give an upperbound on the total delay of traffic of type i at NE. We lower bound the total delay
of an optimal assignment using the fact that it must cross
the cut Wi . Combing these two bounds, we can manipulate

Wi = argmax

n

si ,ti -cut W

φi

o
|EW |
P
µe − λi
e∈EW

Then our surplus factor for a given game is the following:
n
C = min 1 −
i∈K

λi
φi

P

e∈EWi

o

µe
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the definition of β , as done in Theorem 5, to get our PoA
bound.
P
λi,e (S)di,e (S)
e∈E
β = sup P
(7)
λi,e (S ∗ )di,e (S ∗ )
i∈K
e∈E


1 − φi 
≤ sup(|V | − 1)|E| 1 +
Cφi
i∈K

(8)

Then the Theorem follows from Lemma 2.
Corollary 2. Assuming no player starves (i.e. C > 0), in a GPS
Non-Atomic Game on Parallel Links, the Price of Anarchy has the
following upperbound:

1 − φmin 
PoA ≤ |E| 1 +
Cφmin
3.3

Quality of Price of Anarchy Bounds

Theorem 7. For any C > 0 and 0 < φmin ≤ 1/2, there exists a
GPS Atomic Game on Parallel Links instance with surplus factor
C and minimum priority φmin , with Price of Anarchy arbitrarily
close to the upperbound in Corollary 1.
Proof. Let  > 0 be a small number. We consider a GPS
Atomic Game on Parallel Links with two players and two
links. Our players are defined by λ1 = , λ2 = 1 − C ,
φ1 = 1 − φmin , and φ2 = φmin . Our links have capacities
µ1 = 1 and µ2 = 1/φmin . Note that the surplus fraction of
this game is in fact C . Now we give two assignments that
will give us a lowerbound on the PoA in this game. First,
consider the assignment of player 1 to link 1 and player 2 to
link 2. The total delay of this assignment must be larger or
equal to the total delay of the optimal assignment. Then we
can conclude the following:

lim |OP T | ≤

→0

1−C
1/φmin − 1 + C

Second consider the assignment of player 1 to link 2
and player 2 to link 1. Note that this assignment is an
equilibrium. Thus the total delay of this assignment is less
than or equal to the total delay of the worst NE. Combining
this with our bound on |OP T |, we get the following lower
bound on PoA:
|N E|
1/φmin − 1 + C  1 − C 
lim
≥
→0 |OP T |
1−C
1−1+C
1 − φmin
=
+1
Cφmin
This value is exactly tight with our bound for games on a
Parallel Link topology.
Theorem 8. For any |V | ≥ 4 and 0 < φmin ≤ 1/2, there
exists a GPS Atomic Game on a Graph instance with a |V | node
graph, minimum priority φmin and surplus factor C = φmin ,
with Price of Anarchy within a small factor of the upperbound in
Theorem 5.
Proof. Let  > 0 be a small number. Let G be a cycle on
|V | vertices labeled in order v1 , v2 , ..., vn . We assign the link
v1 vn capacity µv1 vn = (1 − φmin )/φmin and all other links
capacity µe = 1/φmin . Consider the game on this network
with two players defined as follows. Player 1 routes λ1 =

1 − C traffic from v1 to vn with priority φ1 = φmin . Player
2 routes λ2 =  traffic from v1 to vdn/2e+1 with priority
φ2 = 1 − φmin . Note that the surplus fraction of this game
is in fact C = φmin .
Now we give two assignments that will give us a lowerbound on the PoA in this game. First, consider the assignment of player 1 to the path v1 vn and player 2 to the path
v1 , v2 , ...vdn/2e+1 . The total delay of this assignment must be
larger or equal to the total delay of the optimal assignment.
Then we can conclude the following as  approaches zero
(note we can disregard the objective of player 2 since its
multiplied by ):
lim |OP T | ≤

→0

1−C
(1 − φmin )/φmin − 1 + C

Second consider the assignment of player 1 to the path
v1 , v2 , ...vn and player 2 to the path v1 , vn , vn−1 , ...vdn/2e+1 .
Note that the capacity guaranteed to player 2 on every link
is (1 − φmin )/φmin . Thus player 2 is stable. Further since
player 1 has demand equal to its guaranteed capacity on
v1 vn , it will not change its move. Then this is an equilibrium
and has delay at most equal to the worst NE. Combining
this with our bound on |OP T |, we get the following lower
bound on PoA:

|N E|
(1 − φmin )/φmin − 1 + C (|V |/2)(1 − C)
≥
→0 |OP T |
1−C
1−1+C

|V |  1 − 2φmin
≥
+1
2
Cφmin
lim

Now we compare our Non-Atomic bound to the bounds
for systems without priorities. The PoA when all traffic is of
a single type is tightly bounded by |E| [17]. Our bounds
on the price of anarchy show that adding priorities and
capacity guarantees to the system increases the PoA by at
min
most a factor of (|V | − 1)(1 + 1−φ
Cφmin ). This is a reasonable
increase since we have already shown that GPS scheduling
has this behavior in the Atomic case.

4

C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITIES

In this Section, we consider the complexity of computing
various assignments for an instance of one of our games.
Specifically, we focus on the assignment with minimum total
delay and NE assignments. We formulate these into two
decision problems, S OCIAL -O PTIMUM and NE-E XISTENCE.
First we define the decision problem, S OCIAL -O PTIMUM:
The input is a game instance and a positive number R.
It answers yes if and only if the optimal assignment in
the game has total delay at most R. Secondly, we define
the decision problem, NE-E XISTENCE: The input is a game
instance. It answers yes if and only if the game has a Nash
Equilibrium assignment.
Using a reduction from the PARTITION problem, we
can show S OCIAL -O PTIMUM is NP-Complete. We omit this
proof due to length constraints, but it follows from a simplified version of our proof for Theorem 11.
Theorem 9. S OCIAL -O PTIMUM for a GPS Atomic Game on
Parallel Links (and thus on a Graph topology) is NP-Complete.
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Fig. 2. The graph used to show computing the existence of Nash
Equilibrium in atomic games is NP-Complete.

4.1

Nash Equilibrium in Atomic Games

Next we consider the problem of computing a NE in a
given game, or determining that none exist. We have already
proven that an equilibrium will exist in any GPS Atomic
Game on Parallel Links. In Algorithm 1, we give a fast
algorithm for computing such an assignment.
Algorithm 1 NE in GPS Atomic Game on Parallel Links
1: Order φ1 ≥ φ2 ≥ ... ≥ φk
2: for p = 1...k do
3:
Sp := Best response for player p given S1 , ..., Sp−1
4: end for

This choice guarantees the following two properties,
which will be used later in our proof:

M
M
+1>
(11)
2
2−

M
< λ20
(12)
1+2−
Now let p be an integer satisfy the following inequality
to ensure the subsequent property:
p>

2−
M
−
=⇒



∀xi ,

p
1
>
2
xi 2−
− xi
−1

M
2−

(13)

(9)

Our reduction utilizes the example game from Theorem
2 that has no NE. Let G0 be a copy of this game’s graph with
all demands and capacities reduced by a factor of 1000. Note
that all capacities are now less than 1. We will refer to the
two players from G0 as subgame players. Let {s0 , u0 , v 0 , t0 }
be the labels for the nodes of G0 , and let λ10 and λ20 denote
the demands of the subgame players.
To construct our instance of NE-E XISTENCE, we add two
nodes, s and t, to G0 . We connect s and t with two parallel
links of capacity µ1 = µ2 = M/(2 − ). Now we add two
paths of length p connecting s to s0 and connecting t to t0
where all edges have capacity M/(2 − ). Finally, we add a
third link from s0 to t0 with capacity M/(2−). The resulting
graph is shown in Figure 2. The two subgame players are
both given priority φ10 = φ20 = . Our game will have
n other players sending their traffic from s to t. We will
refer to these as regular players, and they each have priority
φi = xi and demand λi = xi . Note that our priorities are
not normalized for ease of notation.

(10)

Claim 2. If a partition into A and B of equal size exists, then
our GPS Atomic Game instance has a Nash Equilibrium.

Theorem 10. For any GPS Atomic Game on Parallel Links
instance with k players and m links, Algorithm 1 outputs a NE
˙
in time O(k log(k)
+ km).
Proof. We prove this by showing that at the end of iteration
i, players 1 through i are stable. Then after all k iterations,
we will have a NE.
Our invariant trivially holds for i = 1, since player 1 will
make his best move (ie choosing the highest capacity link).
Similarly, player i will be stable at the end of iteration i.
Then we only need to show that after player i’s assignment,
each player j for j < i is still stable. Any player j < i made
unstable by player i must be using the same link e as player
i. Let e0 be any other link. Since player i chose e, we know
the following:

φi
φi
µe >
µe0
CS(e) + φi
CS(e0 ) + φi
φj
φj
=⇒
µe >
µe0
CS(e) + φi
CS(e0 ) + φj

of positive integers X = {x1 , x2 , ...xn }. It accepts if it can
find a partition of X into A and B such that
X
X
1 X
xi =
xi =
xi
2 x ∈X
xi ∈A
xi ∈B
i
P
Let M =
xi . Now we define two constants,  and p, to
guarantee certain properties, which we will use later. First,
let  satisfy the following:
n
2
2λ20 o
0 <  < min
,
M/2 + 1 M + λ20

Theorem 11. NE-E XISTENCE for a GPS Atomic Game in a
Graph topology is NP-Complete.

Proof. We prove this directly by giving a NE assignment. For
each xi ∈ A, assign player i to link 1 and for each xj ∈ B ,
assign player j to link 2. Then assign both of the players
from G0 to link 3. Equation (13) guarantees no regular player
will prefer a path using p1 or p2 over links 1 and 2 with total
priority of M/2 on each. Thus our n player corresponding
to xi are stable. Players 10 and 20 will not want to change to
a path in G0 since all its capacities are less than 1. Equation
(12) ensures the two subgame players cannot share a link
 M
0
with our regular players (because 1−
2− < λ2 ). Thus they
will not want to change to a path through s and t. Then
we can conclude all of our players are making best response
moves.

Our proof is based on a reduction from the PARTITION
problem. An instance of PARTITION has input of a multiset

Claim 3. If our GPS Atomic Game instance has a Nash Equilibrium, then a partition into A and B of equal size exists.

The second inequality follows since φj > φi . Then we can
conclude that player j does not get a higher capacity on
any other link after player i moves in. Therefore each player
j < i is still stable. The Theorem follows.
Now, we focus on the more difficult problem of whether
or not an equilibrium exists in the general graph topology.
In our next Theorem, we show that this problem is NPComplete.
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Proof. First, we will prove by contradiction that all n regular
players must be using links 1 and 2 at equilibrium.
Assume a player i is not using links 1 or 2. Then player
i must be using the path p1 then link 3 then p2 , since all
links in G0 have capacity less than 1. Equation (11) states
that our subgame players cannot share links with our n
regular players. Since there is a regular player on link 3,
our subgame players can only use the links in G0 . However,
we know that no NE exists for those two players on those
two links. This contradicts the fact that the assignment is a
NE.
Since all n regular players are using links 1 and 2 in our
assignment, we can construct the corresponding partition
into A and B . Each player must have a finite delay, since
they could switch to using p1 , then link 3, then p2 , which
would give them finite total delay. Thus, the total priority
on links 1 and 2 do not exceed M/2. This directly implies
our partition is valid.
4.2

Fig. 3. Shows the Price of Anarchy bound from Corollary 1 and the actual
Price of Anarchy in our sample GPS Atomic Game on Parallel Links as
functions of φ1 and λ1 .

Complexities in Non-Atomic Games

Now that we have fully categorized the complexity of our
problems in atomic games, we focus on non-atomic games.
Using the same method as Theorem 11, we can prove
that computing socially optimal assignments is also NPCompete for non-atomic games. We omit the proof of this
Theorem since it is very similar to our previous reduction.
Theorem 12. S OCIAL -O PTIMUM for a GPS Non-Atomic Game
on Parallel Links (and thus on a Graph topology) is NP-Complete.
We have already show that determining the existence
of NE is NP-Complete for Atomic Graph games. A slight
modification of our previous proof extends this result to
GPS Non-Atomic Games on Parallel Links. The construction
will embed the example game from Theorem 3 into the
network.
Theorem 13. The problem of NE-E XISTENCE for a GPS NonAtomic Game in a Parallel Links topology (and thus a Graph
topology) is NP-Complete.

5

S IMULATIONS OF AVERAGE C ASE B EHAVIOR

In this Section, we investigate the average behavior of these
games on parallel links experimentally. All of our simulations are implemented in J AVA. First we compare the actual
Price of Anarchy to our bound in a simple Atomic Parallel
Links game. Our sample game will have three links and six
players. The links have capacities µ1 = 10, µ2 = 10, and
µ3 = 40. We will vary the φ1 and λ1 while keeping all other
players i fixed φi = (1 − φ1 )/5 and λi = 4. In Figure 3, we
show our PoA bound and the actual PoA in this network
for different values of φ1 and λ1 . Repeating this experiment
with Non-Atomic Routing yields very similar results.
Now we consider the price of anarchy in a randomly
generated Parallel Links network to understand its average
cost. For our experiment, we randomly generate a game
with 5 players and 5 links as follows: Each player’s demand
and priority are selected uniformly at random from [0, 1].
The capacity of each link is selected uniformly at random
from [0, 3]. In Figure 4, we show the results of running this
experiment for a non-atomic game. For each pair of surplus

Fig. 4. Average Price of Anarchy for a GPS Non-Atomic Game on a random Parallel Links network with C ∈ [0.01, 0.4] and φmin ∈ [0.01, 0.1].

factor C and minimum priority φ values, we average the
price of anarchy of 500 random games with the corresponding surplus and minimum priority. All of our average PoAs
are at most 10. The result of this procedure for atomic games
is a nearly identical plot with maximum values around 1.6.
Next, we examine the average number of best response
moves until the network reaches a Nash Equilibrium. In a
GPS Atomic Game on Parallel Links, we are guaranteed that
this exists. For a non-atomic game, we have no such guarantee, but we know that parallel link networks with no NE are
very uncommon. To measure the average time to converge
to an equilibrium, we first generate a random graph with
n players and n parallel links as follows: Each player’s
demand and priority are selected uniformly at random from
[0, 1]. The capacity of each link is selected uniformly at
random from [0, µ] for some fixed µ. Then we compute
a random initial assignment of traffic. Then we iteratively
let a random type of traffic change to its best response
assignment until we reach a NE. In Figures 5 and 6, we
show the average number of iterations in this procedure as
n and µ vary for atomic and non-atomic games respectively.
Each data point comes from averaging the number of steps
to converge in 2000 different random games. The results in
Figure 5 show that GPS Atomic Games on Parralle Links
typically converge to an equilibrium after a linear number
of updates. However, this quick convergence is not the
case for non-atomic games. We observe an exponential rate
of growth in the number of iterations in Figure 6 which
might be expected since we have proven that computing
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Fig. 5. The average number of best response moves before reaching a
Nash Equilibrium in a random atomic game.

[11]

[12]
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Fig. 6. The average number of best response moves before reaching a
Nash Equilibrium in a random non-atomic game.
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equilibrium in GPS Non-Atomic Games is NP-Complete.

6

C ONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

We studied the behavior of routing systems that provide
priority-based capacity guarantees to users. Our focus was
on networks where each link behaves as a M/M/1-GPS
queue. We considered four different games under this model
and for each characterized the existence of Nash Equilibrium, the Price of Anarchy, its computational complexity,
and gave simulation results. These results provide interesting insights into the behaviors of this type of system and
the inefficiencies that would come with implementing it.
Further, these results may have implications on the debate
over Net Neutrality.
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